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What are the Protected Areas 
communicating for ?



Communication:

- to increase tourism
- to have money
- for political reasons
- for personal reasons
- for conservation



A show for politicians ?



To be recognized and loved
by the world 

Enforce the value of the parks



A way to change behaviors ?



A protected area is not 
something to be described; it is 
a challenge we must 
understand and live. 

10 % of 
strict 
protection



Is our communication working ?



Sometimes 
not !



Who is the best comunicator ?



How difficult it is !





WHAT IS COMMUNICATION ?









To be recognizable as a 
part of something…



Creating the image 



Visitor centers



Did it work ?

Communication for decision makers



Did it work ?

Communication for public opinion



Did it work ?



The importance of monitoring

goals

management
evaluation

We need to constantly practice the approach of adaptive management 
that involves the setting of realistic objectives and based on a solid 
knowledge base, the implementation of credible management measures 
and, finally, the critical evaluation of the results obtained as a preventive 
step to the possible recalibration of the goals and management tools



How to have succes ?



Question our
mindset !
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The role of parks

Making people protagonist and aware



Heritage 
interpretation



How much do they 
cost ?



Parks are not a cost



How much do 
they cost ?    
What do 
they 
produce ?



Transforming the recipient of 
communication in a communicator istself



To reach the decision 
makers ! 



To reach the decision 
makers ! 



To reach the public



Conservation of grasslands 
with cattle grazing

Provocative 
communication





Preventing collision with rare animals



Preventing collision with rare animals



Guilt feelings ?



Man and nature at the same level



Prevention of collision





Neuromarketing 



“Neuromarketing” loosely refers 
to the measurement of physiological 
and neural signals to gain insight 
into customers' motivations, 
preferences, and decisions, which 
can help inform creative advertising, 
product development, pricing, and 
other marketing areas.



Nudge theory is a concept in behavioral
economics, political theory, 
and behavioral sciences that 
proposes positive reinforcement and 
indirect suggestions as ways 
to influence the behavior and decision-
making of groups or individuals. Nudging 
contrasts with other ways to achieve 
compliance, such 
as education, legislation or enforcement.



TV communication



Always consider the target !



Build the image of communicator



Simple language



Is it useful ???



Is that a matter of numbers ? 



Communicate positively ! 



It also must be funny ! 





Participatory 
management







Involve with 
volunteering



L’interpretazion
e



THE BEST COMMUNICATION TOOL 

IS HUMAN EXPERIENCE !


